Language requirements:
We are a Faculty whose teaching is fully in Spanish, as it is the case for all the University of
Granada. Therefore, you are required to have a good grasp of Spanish (written, spoken, and
listened) to be able to meet the courses' demands successfully.
Exceptionally, we do offer the following 4 undergraduate courses:
- Political Systems in the Maghreb. Code 21211F1 (1st semester - 4th year - Evening shift:
group B)
- Theory of Democracy: Gender and Interculturality. Code 21211B3 (1st semester - 4th year Evening shift: group B)
- International Organizations. Code 21211G2 (1st semester - 3rd year - Morning shift: group
A)
- Design and Analysis of Electoral Campaigns. Code 21211D2 (2nd semester - 4th year Evening shift: group B)
Our system is very time-demanding in terms of weekly hours of lecturing. Hence, the
relevance to be competent to follow lectures in Spanish. Our teaching staff won't be able to
make any language adjustments for those international students unable to work in
Spanish as any other national student does.
Learning Agreement
Here you can check academic information available through the following links:
 Degree in Administration and Political Sciences:
http://www.ugr.es/~ccpolsoc/ciencias-politicas-administracion.php
 Degree in Sociology: http://www.ugr.es/~ccpolsoc/sociologia.php
 Double Degree in Administration and Political Sciences and Law:
http://www.ugr.es/~ccpolsoc/doble-grado.php
Find description of the courses included in each degree by clicking on “ guías
docentes”.
Courses grouped by semesters: http://www.ugr.es/~ccpolsoc/relaciones-internacionales.php
Once you have filled your Learning Agreement you can send it to oriccps@ugr.es and we will
send it back once signed and stamped.
The Learning Agreement must be provided by your home University and then, once you fill
it, you can send it by email to oriccps@ugr.es. We will return it signed by our International
Academic Responsible.
Acceptance letters
Although the platform will send an acceptance email, we will send an acceptance letter as
soon as validation of application has been done.

Academic Calendar hasn’t still been approved but here can be checked the calendar for
2017/18: https://internacional.ugr.es/pages/movilidad/estudiantes/entrantes/calendario
Please be aware that at the University of Granada two different academic calendars have been
recently approved for the 2017/18 academic year. Therefore, depending on the Faculties,
classes start at different dates. Our Faculty is “Closed term calendar”.

Courses at other Faculties:
You would be able to choose courses taught at other Faculties always provided there are free
places available (something we will know only at the moment when enrolling on them).
When filling online application (deadline 15th of May), only courses taught at our Faculty are
listed, therefore, in case you would like to follow courses at other Faculties, you would need
to register for them once you are in Granada and it may be subordinated to availability. In any
case, you can include these courses on your Learning Agreement.
Master Level courses:
In most Spanish universities bachelor degrees run over 4 years and masters are 1 year (while
in most European universities the structure is 3+2).
Furthermore, courses offered at undergraduate level are completely separated from those
offered at postgraduate level and students are not allowed to, let’s say, “mix” them.
What some of our partners do, aware of this 4+1 structure, is that they send master students
through a Bilateral Agreement for undergraduate level and then, they validate students’
credits as master level but it is always up to each home coordinator.
This said, incoming students in our Faculty would be able to enroll only in undergraduate
courses.
Where we are?
The Faculty of Political Sciences and Sociology is placed in Calle Rector López Argüeta.
Here is the reference in google maps:
https://www.google.es/maps/place/UGR:+Facultad+de+Ciencias+Pol%C3%ADticas/@37.18
06952,3.6047048,19.5z/data=!4m7!1m4!3m3!1s0xd71fceb04840f09:0x1e36587c1bbf8c3d!2sCalle+
Rector+L%C3%B3pez+Argueta,+Granada!3b1!3m1!1s0x0000000000000000:0x5ac4d87f02
3f29f9
Some more general info on our University:
http://internacional.ugr.es/pages/movilidad/estudiantes/entrantes
http://internacional.ugr.es/pages/guias‐y‐folletos/informationsheetweb (Spanish infosheet)
http://internacional.ugr.es/pages/guias‐y‐folletos/informationsheet2017english (English infosheet)

